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environmental issues in japan wikipedia - current japanese environmental policy and regulations were the consequence
of a number of environmental disasters in 1950s and 1960s cadmium poisoning from industrial waste in toyama prefecture
was discovered to be the cause of the extremely painful itai itai disease itai itai by ouch ouch sickness people in minamata
city in kumamoto prefecture were poisoned by, environmentalism ideology history types britannica com - emancipatory
environmentalism beginning in the 1970s many environmentalists attempted to develop strategies for limiting environmental
degradation through recycling the use of alternative energy technologies the decentralization and democratization of
economic and social planning and for some a reorganization of major industrial sectors including the agriculture and energy
industries, climate change science politics from bipartisan to - bush s call for a bipartisan response to the country s
environmental challenges seems quaint today when climate change can seem to be an intractably divisive issue in u s
politics over the, christopher bassford policy politics war and military - this study originated as the original draft of
marine corps doctrinal publication 1 1 strategy 1997 although it was written under usmc auspices there is nothing service
specific about it rather it was designed to address the fundamental question what is the role of organized violence in the
pursuit of political goals, structural adjustment a major cause of poverty global issues - debt is an efficient tool it
ensures access to other peoples raw materials and infrastructure on the cheapest possible terms dozens of countries must
compete for shrinking export markets and can export only a limited range of products because of northern protectionism and
their lack of cash to invest in diversification, introduction gender and politics a gendered world a - this article discusses
the gendered nature of politics as practice and political science as an academic discipline it studies the sex typing
characteristic of most institutions in the modern world and describes how gender shapes the ways people organize think
and know about the world the article then identifies the changes that have occurred in politics and political science over the
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